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Neurodegeneration occurs in the majority of the more than 40 known lyso-
somal storage diseases. Since the nervous system in these disorders can be
globally affected, effective treatment would require persistent widespread
correction. Biffi et al. (see the related article beginning on page 1118) show
such correction is possible in a mouse model of metachromatic leukodys-
trophy by the transplantation of hematopoietic cells genetically modified to
overexpress the missing lysosomal enzyme. The results reveal a nervous sys-
tem damage-response pathway that can be harnessed to provide therapy to
the nervous system in these serious disorders.

Although individual lysosomal storage
diseases are rare, as a group they represent
a significant fraction of severe inherited
metabolic conditions (1). The more than
40 different storage disorders cumulative-
ly affect 1 in 5,000 live births. Most of the
disorders are caused by the deficiency of a
lysosomal enzyme activity that results in
the progressive accumulation of the
enzyme’s undegraded substrates. Since
lysosomal enzymes are expressed ubiqui-
tously, many organ systems are often
affected. Generally, the pathophysiology
of a particular disorder is related to the
degree of substrate accumulation in a cell
or tissue type — determined by substrate
synthesis and degradation rates — and the
sensitivity of the cell or tissue type to the
stored substrate. A case in point is
metachromatic leukodystrophy (MLD),
which is caused by the absence of arylsul-
fatase A. A major substrate for the enzyme
is galactosyl-3-sulfate ceramide (sulfatide),
a component of myelin sheaths produced
by oligodendrocytes in the central nervous
system and Schwann cells in the peripher-
al nervous system. In MLD, damage to
oligodendrocytes and Schwann cells
caused by storage of sulfatide results in
demyelination, degeneration of the ner-
vous system, and, in the most severe cases,
death in childhood.

Neurodegeneration, a feature that MLD
shares with the majority of lysosomal stor-
age diseases, has made treatment of these

diseases exceedingly difficult. Enzyme
replacement therapies have been success-
ful in preventing or reversing the somatic
manifestations of some disorders by tak-
ing advantage of the cell’s efficient recep-
tor-mediated uptake systems (2, 3). Lyso-
somal enzymes carry oligosaccharide
structures that enable their recognition by
plasma membrane receptors, which deliv-
er the enzymes to lysosomes. Thus far,
enzyme replacement therapy has proven
unsuitable for treatment of the nervous
system in storage diseases, because the
blood-brain barrier precludes entry of pro-
teins administered systemically. To cir-
cumvent this obstacle, strategies are being
attempted that include direct introduc-
tion of gene transfer vectors or genetically
modified cells into the nervous system
(4–6). It is uncertain if such a highly inva-
sive strategy would be suitable for the per-
sistent and widespread correction needed
for a globally affected nervous system
found in many of the storage diseases.
Another strategy utilizes small molecules
that can pass through the blood-brain bar-
rier to either partially inhibit substrate
synthesis or stabilize the mutant enzyme
(7, 8). While promising in concept, these
approaches are in early stages.

Gene therapy for the nervous system
via hematopoietic stem cells
Transplantation of hematopoietic stem
cells, from either bone marrow or cord
blood, has been utilized over the past sev-
eral years as a potential treatment for lyso-
somal storage diseases. Significantly, it is
the only treatment to date that has been
shown to prevent or retard neurodegener-
ation in storage disease patients (9). A
study in this issue of the JCI by Biffi et al.

(10) reinforces the concept that hemato-
poietic stem cell transplantation, as a ther-
apeutic platform, has several features
well-suited for the treatment of a globally
affected nervous system in lysosomal stor-
age diseases. The authors show, in a mouse
model of MLD, that transplantation of
hematopoietic stem cells transduced with
lentiviral vectors carrying arylsulfatase A
prevents neurologic disease as determined
by the absence of sulfatide storage and
neuropathology, and the preservation of
neurologic function. Importantly, a global
correction was achieved that included both
the central and the peripheral nervous sys-
tems. Although hematopoietic stem cells
can potentially differentiate into multiple
nervous system cell types (11–14), in this
study the repopulating cells were almost
exclusively macrophages and microglia.
Because donor cells that were engineered
to produce high levels of arylsulfatase A
were more effective at preventing neurode-
generation than wild-type cells, therapeu-
tic improvement was likely achieved by
enzyme-deficient cells capturing arylsulfa-
tase A secreted by donor microglia and
endoneural macrophages.

Nervous system damage-response
pathway
The findings in this study (10) help clarify a
damage-response mechanism relevant to the
pathogenesis of lysosomal storage diseases
and illustrate how it can be exploited for ner-
vous system therapy (Figure 1). Microglia,
resident macrophages of the brain, are con-
tinuously replenished by blood-borne pre-
cursors, which cross the blood-brain barrier
and migrate into the parenchyma of the ner-
vous system. They take up residence as rest-
ing microglia to surveil and defend the ner-
vous system against damaging agents or
conditions. When the nervous system is
injured, as in MLD (10), a damage-response
mechanism is activated that results in the
enhanced recruitment of macrophages/
microglia. Most significantly, there is prefer-
ential recruitment of macrophages/micro-
glia to sites of substrate storage and pathol-
ogy (10, 14). Thus, if the hematopoietic stem
cells have been corrected for the lysosomal
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enzyme deficiency, the macrophages/micro-
glia may be able to deliver enzyme directly to
sites of damage.

The vigorous process of recruiting
macrophages/microglia into the nervous
system and their subsequent activation may
actually hasten neurodegeneration in lyso-
somal storage diseases. Studies utilizing a
mouse model of Sandhoff disease, another
sphingolipid storage disease exhibiting pro-
found neurodegeneration, have shown that
the population of activated macrophages/
microglia expands considerably in the cen-
tral nervous system prior to neuronal apop-
tosis (15). Intriguingly, the transplantation
of these mice with bone marrow–contain-
ing hematopoietic stem cells substantially

reduces macrophage/microglia activation
and neuronal cell death without reducing
substrate storage. Furthermore, blocking
monocyte recruitment into the nervous sys-
tem reduces neuronal cell death (Y.-P. Wu
and R.L. Proia, unpublished data). These
results indicate that the activated macro-
phages/microglia can trigger cell death pos-
sibly through the elaboration of cytotoxic,
inflammatory mediators as has been sug-
gested for other neurodegenerative condi-
tions like Alzheimer disease.

The work by Biffi et al. (10) highlights the
concept that therapeutic hematopoietic
stem cell transplantation actually corrects
a nervous system damage-response path-
way defective in lysosomal storage disor-

ders. Ex vivo genetic modification of
hematopoietic stem cells to heighten
expression of the missing enzyme in macro-
phages/microglia serves to restore and
enhance the corrective potential of this
pathway and to dampen its destructive
capacity. Harnessed for therapy, the dam-
age-response pathway appears unique in its
capacity to afford widespread and persis-
tent correction of a globally damaged ner-
vous system as well as to target specifically
affected areas. The approach taken by Biffi
et al. (10), with its remarkable therapeutic
effect on MLD, is particularly important
because it outlines a strategy that may ulti-
mately herald effective treatment of the ner-
vous system in lysosomal storage diseases.

Figure 1
Damage-response pathway in lysosomal storage disease. Normally, nervous system microglia and macrophages can be derived from blood-
borne precursors; they pass through the blood-brain barrier into the perivascular regions and ultimately take up residence in the parenchyma as
resting ramified cells. When nervous system damage occurs, cytokines and chemokines are generated from activated macrophages/microglia
and astrocytes, which can stimulate the up-regulation of adhesion molecules on nervous system endothelial cells, resulting in enhanced
transendothelial migration of monocytes from the blood into perivascular regions. These enzyme-deficient cells migrate into the parenchyma to
sites of damage where they may secrete potentially cytotoxic proinflammatory cytokines, leading to further damage and cell death. If the
hematopoietic precursors are corrected, the macrophages and microglia gain the ability to transfer the missing lysosomal enzyme to deficient
cells in the nervous system at sites of damage.
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Undermining the endothelium by ablation 
of MAPK-MEF2 signaling
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Numerous stimuli activate Big MAPK-1 (BMK1), an MAPK that activates the
myocyte enhancer factor-2 (MEF2) transcription factor. Conditional gene
deletion showed BMK1 to be required for survival of endothelial cells (see
the related article beginning on page 1138). An active form of MEF2C could
partially bypass the requirement for BMK1 for endothelial cell survival in
vitro. These findings reveal an essential role for BMK1-MEF2 signaling in an
endothelial cell survival pathway and raise interesting questions about the
molecular basis of this response.

A variety of extracellular stimuli transmit
signals from the cell membrane to the
nucleus via a cascade of MAPKs (1). MAPK
pathways contain three distinct types of
MAPKs that are activated sequentially (Fig-
ure 1). The most upstream kinase, MAPK
kinase kinase (MEKK), is activated by G pro-
tein–coupled receptors and phosphorylates
a subordinate MAPK kinase (MEK), which
phosphorylates an MAPK. The final MAPK
in the cascade phosphorylates various tran-
scription factors, leading to activation of
specific programs of gene expression.

Big MAPK-1 (BMK1; also called ERK5)
is the terminal MAPK that is activated by
MEK5, which is activated by MEKK2/3
(Figure 1). BMK1 is unique among
MAPKs because of its large size and bi-
functionality. The N-terminal region of
BMK1 contains the kinase domain, while
the C-terminal region functions as a tran-
scription activation domain (2). One of
the best-characterized targets of BMK1 is
the myocyte enhancer factor-2 (MEF2)
family of transcription factors (3–6).
There are four mammalian MEF2 genes,
MEF2A, -B, -C, and -D, which are expressed
in overlapping patterns in numerous cell
types (7). MEF2 factors bind DNA as
homo- and heterodimers and activate or
repress transcription by recruiting posi-
tive or negative cofactors, many of which
are cell type–specific and signal-respon-
sive. First discovered as regulators of mus-
cle development, MEF2 factors are now

known to play diverse roles in the control
of cell growth, survival, and apoptosis (7).

BMK1 acts in an endothelial cell
survival pathway
Previous studies showed that KO mice
lacking BMK1 die around embryonic day
(E) 10 from severe abnormalities in car-
diovascular development that are remark-
ably similar to defects seen in KO mice
lacking MEKK3 or MEF2C, consistent
with the sequential actions of these sig-
naling molecules (8–13). However, the
severity of the defects in these mutant
embryos, and the associated abnormalities
in yolk sac development, complicated the
interpretation of the phenotypes and pre-
cluded the identification of the precise cell
type responsible for embryonic lethality.

To further define the role of BMK1 in
mouse development, Hayashi and coworkers
generated mice harboring a conditional
BMK1 allele (14). In this issue of the JCI, they
report that excision of BMK1 after birth,
using an inducible Cre recombinase trans-
gene controlled by polyinosinic-polycytidylic
(pIpC) acid, resulted in degeneration of the
cardiovascular system, accompanied by mul-
tifocal hemorrhages, distended capillaries,
and ruptures in the normally seamless
endothelial lining of the vessels and the
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